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The dictionary is based on a new concept which takes into account recent
developments and findings in lexicographical research. It combines the best features of
monolingual and bilingual dictionaries as well as learner dictionaries. Every sense of a
word is first fully explained and then provided with translation equivalents. The
grammatical behaviour of the words, their construction patterns are described in a
language that is clear and easy to understand. Every sense of a word, every
construction pattern is illustrated with an example. These example sentences are given
in English and German so that the word looked up is shown in actual use and the
translation guarantees its understanding and promotes retention. Special care is taken
to explain differences between English and German in language use and culture. A new
reader-friendly layout ensures that users will easily and speedily find the answer to
what they want to know.
German-English, English-German dictionary of genealogical terms, phrases and
symbols.
This dictionary consists of some 25,000 entries in both German and English, drawn
from all the major, as well as newly-developed areas in the fields of Construction
including: Architecture & Building Design * Building Hardware & Interior Equipment *
Building Machinery * Concrete Works * Construction Law & Building Contracts *
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Electronics * Environment * Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning * Infrastructure &
Design * Insulation, Surface Works & Corrosion Structures * Material Properties *
Sound & Thermal * Steel & Aluminium Structures * Stone Buildings * Timber Structures
This German-English bilingual dictionary features over 40,000 headwords, 48,000
references, and 62,000 translations.
Easy German Phrase Book is an excellent resource for both serious German language
learners or for the casual traveler who's planning a visit to Germany. The book comes
packed with 1500 commonly used phrases in German, English and a pronunciation
guide to make sure you say the phrases correctly.
Provides authoritative coverage of German and English with over 320,000 words and
phrases, and 520,000 translations. Features include: essential grammatical information
and language usage notes for both languages; cultural notes, providing interesting and
helpful information on life in the German- and English-speaking world; boxed notes
offering help with language usage and construction; and a centre section covering
essential correspondence with sample letters, emails, CVs, resumes, telephone and
text messaging.
Written by two native German speakers who have taught business German for 20+ years, this
is the most up-to-date and easy-to-use bilingual dictionary available. Contains the 16,000
words and phrases most frequently used in international business covering such topics as
economics, banking and finance, management, marketing, accounting and statistics.
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Langenscheidt Compact Dictionary German-English/English-German: Over 120,000
references *Wide range of vocabulary with a wealth of idiomatic expressions *Full
pronunciation of German entries *Grammatical information on German nouns and verbs *The
comprehensive reference work in a convenient size.
Value priced, durable, and easily portable, this dictionary is ideal for students and travelers.
Around 50,000 references Robust vinyl cover User-friendly layout with all main headwords in
blue for quick reference Comprehensive vocabulary with many idiomatic and colloquial
expressions Useful appendices with extra grammar information 48-page Activity Section
A newly revised compact reference features more than 55,000 entries and 80,000 translations
of common German words and phrases, along with a pronunciation guide, abbreviations,
acronyms, hundreds of usage examples, verb conjugation tables, and tips on how to use the
dictionary.
German-English Dictionary, Second EditionSimon and Schuster
This dictionary is the ideal supplement to the German/English Dictionary of Idioms, which
together give a rich source of material for the translator from and into each language. The
dictionary contains 15,000 headwords, each entry supplying the German equivalents, variants,
contexts and the degree of currency/rarity of the idiomatic expression. This dictionary will be an
invaluable resource for students and professional literary translators. Not for sale in Germany,
Austria or Switzerland
Russian-English Bilingual Visual Dictionary of DK's bestselling series makes language learning
accessible by using photographs to put the everyday vocabulary of the modern world into
context. A thematic organization of more than 10,000 fully illustrated terms labeled in both
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Russian and English and comprehensive two-way indexes put the perfect translation at your
fingertips. Additional feature panels include abstract nouns and verbs, as well as useful
phrases that you can use in conversation once you are feeling more confident. RussianEnglish Bilingual Visual Dictionary is a colorful and stimulating learning resource ideal for all
levels, whether you are a student, teacher, tourist, or business traveler. Now fully updated with
new text, images, and a bold new look.
Compiled in collaboration with a team of expert linguists, the Webster's New World concise
bilingual dictionaries are the perfect choice for beginning students and advanced speakers as
well.Comprehensive and authoritative, yet clear and concise, the dictionaries offer a full array
of features, as well as wide-ranging coverage of current expressions. Long-standing favorites
in hardcover, the dictionaries will continue to be standard references for years to come -especially now that they are available in unabridged paperback editions. More than 100,000
words, giving wide-ranging coverage of current terms and expressions Detailed definitions so
the user can understand and translate idiomatically Extensive examples of usage, showing
how translations of words can vary according to context Verb tables, including irregular verbs
Cross-references from every verb to the appropriate verb table
A photographic guide to the key words and phrases in German. This attractive ebook is a
perfect travel companion and provides a practical guide to Germany and German language
and culture.
The dictionary lists the general vocabulary - nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives - which occurs
in practically all technical texts. This vocabulary should be mastered by all those who actively
or passively work with technical texts since it provides the structures into which the technical
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terms of various fields of technology are embedded. The keywords are provided with
numerous model sentences illustrating their usage and offering the user a variety of
suggestions for his / her own formulations.
Acclaimed by language professionals the world over for its comprehensive coverage and
meticulous accuracy, the Oxford-Duden German Dictionary is the result of a unique
collaboration between two of the world's foremost dictionary publishers - Oxford University
Press and the Dudenverlag. New tothis edition is a guide to life and culture in the German- and
English-speaking worlds. This guide covers a wide range of topics: from the political and
educational systems, to key events in the calendar and how they are celebrated. It is an ideal
reference for University students, as well astranslators and language professionals.This title is
a revised edition with supplements and replaces ISBN 0-19-860226-x (plain) and
0-19-860248-0 (thumb index).
The Langenscheidt Universal Dictionary German has been thoroughly revised to cover all the
latest vocabulary. The compact reference work offers more than 36,000 references and is ideal
for use at home, at school and for travel. From Langenscheidt - the dictionary experts.

Organized by such common subjects as Home, Work, Dining Out,
Transportation, Health, and Sports, these bilingual visual dictionaries give
students, travelers, and business people quick access to foreign terms in the
simplest and most intuitive way.
The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the vital support which
advanced students need, especially with the essential skills: reading, writing,
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listening and speaking. In the book: * 170,000 words, phrases and examples *
New words: so your English stays up-to-date * Colour headwords: so you can
find the word you are looking for quickly * Idiom Finder * 200 'Common Learner
Error' notes show how to avoid common mistakes * 25,000 collocations show the
way words work together * Colour pictures: 16 full page colour pictures On the
CD-ROM: * Sound: recordings in British and American English, plus practice
tools to help improve pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart Thesaurus helps you
choose the right word * QUICKfind looks up words for you while you are working
or reading on screen * UNIQUE! SUPERwrite gives on screen help with
grammar, spelling and collocation when you are writing * Hundreds of interactive
exercises
Contains more than sixty thousand entries, including hundreds of new words,
grammar tips, and explanations of pronunciation.
This dictionary consists of some 50,000 terms and references and 4,000
abbreviations in both German and English. Over 40 subject areas are covered,
including: - Accountancy - Banking - Computing - Economics - Finance - General
Commerce - Human Resource Management - Import/Export - Industry Insurance - Law - Management - Mathematics - Media - Patents - Politics Property - Sales & Marketing - Stock Market - Taxation - Tourism - Welfare &
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Safety - and many more.
OlA! From ordering vinho verde in the Douro Valley to making new friends in
Lisbon, it helps to speak some of the native tongue in Portugal. Rick Steves
offers well-tested Portuguese words and phrases that come in handy in a variety
of situations. Inside you'll find: -Key phrases for use in everyday circumstances,
complete with phonetic spelling -An English-Portuguese and Portuguese-English
dictionary -Tips for small talk and local lingo with Rick's signature sense of humor
-A tear-out cheat sheet for continued language practice as you relax on the
beach (no internet connection required!) Informative, concise, and practical, Rick
Steves Portuguese Phrase Book & Dictionary is an essential item for any
traveler's pocket.
"Thumb-indexed edition" This thorough revision of "Cassell's" long-renowned
German Dictionary incorporates recent developments in English and German to
bring it completely up to date, and supplies more idiomatic phrases and
illustrative examples than ever before. This new editionIs over 300 pages longer
than the previous editionGives phonetic translations of German keywords and
has a key to German pronunciationIndicates whether German verb prefixes are
separable or notHas a bibliography of technical and specialist
dictionariesIncludes proper names in the main textHas a new clearer lay-out with
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entries in strictly alphabetical sequence
This newly updated and revised edition of the classic dictionary features
hundreds of new words reflecting recent cultural, political, and technological
changes; full pronunciation keys for both German and English entries; examples
illustrating correct usage and meaning; and much more. Original.
This new edition provides an up-to-date and complete picture of contemporary
German, including spelling changes ratified in 1996. Featured are more than
260,000 words, sample sentences, and maps. Thumb-indexed.
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